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Flea finds need only a little love—plus paint, elbow grease,  
and maybe a trip to the home center—to flourish.

IT’S A CINCH
Wrap a plain vessel in Western flair by winding a variety of leather belts around it. 
Look for belts in an array of textures and color tones for maximum impact. Tuck the 
loose ends of each belt into the edges of the wrapped belt for a neat finish. 
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ON THE SIDE
Stage a mini mudroom in just a few feet of space with a little help from an antique 
door or shutter. Simply mount the architectural remnant on its side and attach 
found hooks and hardware to hang bags, jackets, hats, and even Fido’s leash. Use 
clipboards coated in chalkboard paint to label each hanging zone by family member.



BAR NONE
Turn an old metal cart into the life of the party by stocking it with glassware and 
bottled drinks. Use old wooden sewing cabinet drawers to sort and hold glasses 
upright. Employ an old wire locker bin to corral extra drink supplies. And pack 
a vintage suitcase with cocktail accoutrements. An added bonus: The whole 
shebang can move to wherever the party’s happening—either inside or outside.
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MEASURING UP
Step up your decorating game by lining stair risers with 

vintage yardsticks. Enjoy hunting and gathering to amass 
a collection, or look for large lots on eBay—we found 
some with typos on them and scored them for a song. 

Use carpenter’s glue to attach the sticks to risers; stretch 
masking tape over the sticks until the glue dries to keep 
them in place. To impart age to new yardsticks, wipe the 

young wood down with diluted brown paint or stain.

PLANT SUPPORT
Bring an antique wire basket into bloom as a window box 
for potted succulents or other seasonal favorites with a 

length of rope, a scrap board, and a few nails. Thread the 
rope through the wire basket, knotting the ends around the 
wire, to fashion a loop for hanging. Drive two nails halfway 
into each short end of the scrap wood to create a shelf with 

pins for easy hanging. 



ELECTRIFYING TABLE
Make your own industrial-chic patio table for less than $5. Call an electrical supply 
company to ask if you can buy (or have) a cable spool. Ours—which was free!—is 
2½ feet in diameter; we stained the wood top and base a dark brown for a polished 
appearance. Dress up the pedestal with decorative paper napkins or paper applied with 
a decoupage medium. 

Fold mismatched hand-me-downs into your 
decorating scheme with fresh paint and patterns. 
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WAVE RUNNER
Revive an heirloom dresser with paint and a stencil. To start, paint the dresser a 
smoky blue. When the paint is dry, stick FrogTape’s Shape Tape to the drawers 
(we used the scalloped version), spacing the tape strips about 2 inches apart. 
Then fill in the untaped portions with white paint. Remove the tape when dry. 
Sand the dresser’s edges lightly to mimic natural wear and tear.


